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Round-Up Summer Staff
Horsemanship
ERIN | CORRAL
My name is Erin and I will be working in corral this summer. I am so excited for this summer
at the A/U Ranches! I am looking forward to spending time in the sun with horses and getting
to explore more of Colorado. I can’t wait to get back into the uplifting atmosphere that camp
always has. When I’m not at camp I am a student at Principia College studying political science
and Spanish. I love to swing dance and have been trying other kinds of dance as well. I love
Christian Science because it is an everyday defense against all the bad suggestions that come
our way. This semester I am participating in Dance Production and have to be more aware of my
body as part of that, I love of Christian Science tells us that the body cannot limit us and that
we do not have to listen to all its complaints.

KATHERINE | CORRAL – CATTLE/POLOCROSSE – CIT
Hey Everyone! I’m Katherine and this summer I’ll be working as the cattle working and polocrosse
CIT! I’m super excited to get to work at camp this summer and give back to the community that
helped shaped me into the person I am today. During the school year I attend the Principia Upper
School, where I swim and play soccer. I’ve always loved getting to grow as a Christian Scientist at
camp, where I have especially learned to overcome stress or anxiety on rodeo days. If I were to
characterize my use of Christian Science both at camp and at home,it would be this: “Love takes
us all the way”.

LIA | CORRAL
Hello! My name is Lia and I’m from Louisville, Nebraska, but I am currently studying at Principia
College in Elsah, Illinois. I have been going to the A/U Ranches for ten years! I have always loved
everything about camp but what I always look forward to the most is the friendships that I make
there. Camp also made me fall in love with Colorado, so much so that I decided to attend The Link
School for my senior year of high school. It was the best decision I ever made! I enjoy all the activities that Colorado and the A/U Ranches have to offer; like mountain biking, hiking, kayaking, and
horseback riding. Camp is such a special place to create memories and develop your spirituality
and I can’t wait to share that with others.

PAUL | RANCH HAND
My name is Paul and I am the wrangler ranch hand at the Ranches this summer. I’m always
looking forward to growing spiritually andhelping others do the same. I love playing the piano and
designing games. I love using the time in the morning for getting my thooughts ready for the day
and connecting with God.
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Mountain
CHANEY | MOUNTAIN
Hi, my name is Chaney and I will be a CIT in the NLC program. I live in Dublin, California and
like to play soccer and volunteer at my local animal shelter. Christian Science has been such a
wonderful support in my life because it’s taught me the importance of listening to and trusting
in God. This allows me to feel safe, confident, and complete in my day to day life. I loved my
experience as a camper at the A/U Ranches so I am excited to finally be a part of the staff. In
particular, I look forward to spending my summer in such a beautiful and loving environment.

JOHN | MOUNTAIN
Hello I am John. I am a second-year accounting major at the University of Texas at Austin. I will
be in various mountain programs this summer and I am very excited to go on epic adventures.
I am looking forward to using Christian Science to conquer the challenges presented by the
mountains. I have been a soccer player all my life and I love playing whenever I have the opportunity. I try to always incorporate Christian Science in my daily life. It has been such a wonderful
tool that I use in college when my assignments seem overwhelming. Metaphysics is always
there to remind me that I can get everything done that I need to. I am very excited to be back at
camp this summer and I look forward to working with all the campers!

JOSH | MOUNTAIN
Hi, I’m Josh. This summer I will be a part of the mountain program at camp. I am looking
forward to getting the chance to meet all the staff and campers, as this is my first summer
attending AU. I am a big sports guy with my favorites to play being soccer, mountain biking and
ultimate frisbee. I recently graduated from Principia College and the University of North Dakota
with degrees in Engineering Science and Civil Engineering. I make sure to keep CS a key part of
my day through constantly praying and looking for the good in situations.

KELVIN | MOUNTAIN
My name is Kelvin. I am in the mountaineering program and kayaking program. I am looking
forward to this awesome unique experience that the A/U Ranches has to offer with all of its activities. I also want to push my comfort zone and get better with things I’m not used to doing. At
home I go mountain biking, sailing, and flint knapping (making arrowheads). At The Link School
I mountain bike, rock climb, kayak, snowboard. I really like building things; at Link, I built a tree
house. I am interested in cars/trucks, almost anything math and science related, building and
making almost anything with my hands, and making new friends. I use Christian Science with
most activities I do. I have come to realize that our minds, which are directly connected to God,
have full control of any scenario we are experiencing. And God, through us, has control of the
future for us whether it be minutes or years from now.
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MADDY | CONQUERORS/LIMITLESS PROGRAM HEAD
Hey y’all! My name is Maddy, and I am the Program Head for Conquerors and Limitless this
summer. Currently, I’m a rising junior at Rhodes College in Memphis, Tennessee. I’m on the varsity soccer team at Rhodes, and I’m a double major in business and studio art. At school, I’ve
had the wonderful opportunity of joining a brand-new church community and practicing Christian Science in a challenging but rewarding environment. I feel so blessed to be returning for my
fourteenth year at the Ranches, and I am looking forward to a growth-filled summer!

MASON | MOUNTAIN BIKING PROGRAM HEAD
HI! I’m Mason. Who is ready to ride some Mountain Bikes!!! I cannot be more excited to lead the
mountain biking program this year! I am a huge fan of the outdoors and more importantly of riding
mountain bikes. When I was in high school I totally fell in love with biking. I began racing mountain
bikes, road bikes, and cyclocross bikes all the time in every season of the year. Biking is something that I have such a natural passion for and can’t wait to share with everyone at camp.
I studied Mechanical Engineering at Principia College and just graduated! My mechanical mind
has influenced me to basically do any sport that has a motor or involves speed. Other than racing
bikes I also love to race motocross and supercross, I love to sail and drive motorboats, I am a
huge water-skier and compete on my colleges waterski team, I also love running, tennis, and golf.
Outside of sports, I love to laugh and make others laugh so I perform as a member of my colleges
comedy improv team! I wouldn’t be the man I am today without Christian Science practice. CS is
a blessing to all of us and a joy to practice. CS allows me to elevate my thought on a daily basis
and remove personality from my thought and actions. School can be challenging and presents
struggles through friends, school work, relationships and family; but CS reminds us that we are all
children of God who are capable of acting in accordance with principle and one Mind.

MATTHEW | MOSAICS PROGRAM HEAD
Hi there! My name is Matthew and this year I will be the Program Head of Mosaics! Currently I
am a 4th year Mechanical Engineering major at Colorado State University. In my free time, I enjoy
skiing, soccer, running, and many other outdoor activities. Christian Science is a big part of my
life, and I do all that I can to incorporate it into my daily routine. I am a Sunday School teacher for
5th through 7th graders at my local branch church, which keeps me busy and on my toes as far
as coming up with new CS ideas to share. This will be my 4th year on the A/U Ranches staff, and
the thing I look forward to is making Mosaics a better program to teach kids outdoors skills, such
as belaying and orienteering while still enjoying the fun of the program.

NATHAN | MOUNTAIN BIKING
My name is Nathan and I can’t wait to be a part of the Mountain Biking Program this summer.
I’m most looking forward to the opportunity to apply my development in Christian Science to
some awesome trail riding. I hope to use this summer as a way to learn more about myself and
meet new friends along the way. During the fall and spring I play soccer and run track; and I enjoy
painting and writing in my free time. Each week I use the lessons I’ve learned and inspiration I’ve
gleaned in Christian Science to live a happier life and to provide support to others. I work to
make Christian Science a habit and in doing so I’m able to overcome challenges in school,
on the field and around the track. I’m excited to take this to Colorado and be a part of the
adventures this summer!
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OWEN | MOUNTAIN BIKING – CIT
Hello everyone! My name is Owen and I will be serving as a CIT at Round-Up Ranch this summer.
For session one I will be a part of the NLC adventure trip, and for sessions two and three I will be
a CIT in the mountain biking program. I can’t wait to be back at camp to meet all the new campers
and see the returning faces. Outside of camp I play the violin and am on my school’s dive team.
I am a part of the NLC 2020T program, so am looking forward to putting into practice all the
leadership skills I’ve learned throughout the program. I am the only Christian Scientist in my
school, so I am pumped to be able to spend the summer with other CS teens.

RACHEL | CONQUERORS
Hi! My name is Rachel and I am a Conquerors and Limitless staff member! I love coming to camp
because I love the feeling of home that I get while spending time in the mountains and at the Ranches. I attend the University of Washington where I am double majoring in environmental studies and
political science. I love spending my freetime outside skiing, running, mountain biking, orwindsurfing. My favorite ways to engage with Christian Science are going to Christian Science Organization
meetings, reading the lesson outside, and working at my local reading room!
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Water
ABBY | WATERFRONT
Hello! My name is Abby Holt and I am going to be working waterfront this summer! I am so
excited to be in this program and get to know all the campers! I love being outside and hiking
and swimming! I am majoring in Geology at Principia College and compete in high jump and
pole vault at the college. I love Christian Science and am excited to further my understanding
of it. I love talking about Christian Science with my peers at Principia and reading the lesson. I
can’t wait for this summer and the opportunity to share my love for the outdoors and Christian
Science with the campers!

BRODY | WATERFRONT PROGRAM HEAD
Hello! I’m Brody. I’ll be the program head in Waterfront this summer. I’m so excited to come
back to the A/U Ranches and I look forward to seeing the growth in the campers, my friends,
and myself. I’m from Edmond, Oklahoma and I love to play the guitar, hang out with friends and
wakeboard. I am also an engineer major at Principia College. No matter where I am or what I’m
doing, Christian Science is a tool that I can always rely on and it constantly pushes me to be a
better person.

DEAN | RAFTING PROGRAM HEAD
Hi! My name is Dean. I currently attend Principia College and study Economics and Business
Administration/Marketing. I live in Dove Canyon, California which is a suburb in beautiful
Orange County. Outside of school I am a Track and Field athlete competing in the 400m, 200m,
and relays. This past year I was honored to be a member of the relay team that broke two more
school records during the season. I will be working as a counselor in the Rafting Program this
summer. I am beyond excited to get back on the river and learn more skills that come with being
a raft guide. One of my favorite thoughts to work with at camp is that the river is a ‘channel of
thought’ and how we are able to experience the spirit of working with the river, not against it. I
enjoy sharing my love for rafting with campers and I can’t wait to see you on the river!

KELVIN | KAYAKING
My name is Kelvin. I am in the mountaineering program and kayaking program. I am looking forward to this awesome unique experience that the A/U Ranches has to offer with all of its activities.
I also want to push my comfort zone and get better with things I’m not used to doing. At home I go
mountain biking, sailing, and flint knapping (making arrowheads). At The Link School I mountain
bike, rock climb, kayak, snowboard. I really like building things; at Link, I built a tree house. I am
interested in cars/trucks, almost anything math and science related, building and making almost
anything with my hands, and making new friends. I use Christian Science with most activities I do.
I have come to realize that our minds, which are directly connected to God, have full control of any
scenario we are experiencing. And God, through us, has control of the future for us whether it be
minutes or years from now.
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MERRILY | RAFTING
I’m Merrily and I’m going to be a rafting CIT this year at Round-Up. I’m so excited to get out on
the river with everyone this year. I enjoy kickboxing and roaming around town with my friends. I
find that using the hymnal is a helpful way to keep my thought inspired every day. I’m so looking
forward to the summer!

MICHAEL | WATERFRONT – CIT
My name is Michael and I am a counselor in Waterfront this summer! I am so excited to see my
lifelong friends, and make new ones with my staff members! I play soccer on a club team. I attend
church in Dallas and love to pray while I’m running and playing soccer.

THOMAS | RAFTING
Hello, my name is Thomas and I am a Rafting counselor this year! I am very excited to get back
out on the river and create new exciting memories with new friends and old ones, as well as
become more spiritually grounded in my relationship with God. A little bit about me: I am going
to be a sophomore at Principia College this fall, I am majoring in business with a double minor
in economics and philosophy. I am an active member of the swim team at Principia and I am
excited for Rob Terrel to be at tthe A/U Ranches to work with staff and camper athletes. My hobbies include surfing, working out, and downhill longboarding. Everyday I like to listen to the Daily
Lift as I walk to class. I also like to have a metaphysical time before practice each day with the
swim team. I am extremely grateful to have the opportunity to go back to the A/U Ranches this
year and can’t wait for an amazing summer!
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Staff
ADRIANNA | CIT DIRECTOR
Hi! I’m Adrianna, but almost everyone knows me as A. I’m the CIT Director this year, and I can’t
wait to have fun with all the counselors-in-training! I’m finishing up a Bachelor’s in History this
spring, and I’m having so much fun working on my capstone. I check in constantly on my family’s new puppy at home (her name is Halley and she’s super cute). I spent my winter break in
Jordan, Palestine, and Israel and it was incredible meeting all the wonderful people there. It
was so inspiring to see the truths we know as Christian Scientists incorporated in the lives of
people of other faiths. The whole trip was an incredible learning experience in loving my
neighbor and rising above the material picture.

ALANNA
While at camp, I love to spend my free time at the corral.I had the opportunity to attend A/U many
summers as a young camper between 1998 and 2004, and was on staff in 2005 as a kitchen
assistant at Sky Valley.I attended the Upper School as a boarder (class of 2006), then the College,
graduating with a B.A. in Fine Arts in 2010. I moved to the United Kingdom in September 2012
to pursue an M.A. in English Literature, and went on to complete a Ph.D. in English Literature
in 2014, both at the University of Sussex in Brighton, England. I graduated with my Ph.D. in July
2018 and have worked in marketing and communications, as well as customer services for two
major newspapers in the UK-The Daily Mail,and,The Times and The Sunday Times.I love art,
animals, and nature. My favourite football “soccer” club is Liverpool FC. Some of my favourite
places I have travelled include the Baltics, continental Europe, and Southeast Asia.I incorporate
Christian Science into my life in the UK through daily lesson study and by reading the Christian
Journal and Sentinel. I am most looking forward to daily lesson study in the stunning backdrop of
the A/U ranches.I look forward to an enriching summer filled with gratitude, laughter, and spiritual
growth.Warmest regards, Alanna Banana

ALI | CAMP PHOTOGRAPHER AND CABIN COUNSELOR
Hi there, my name is Ali and I will be a camp photographer and cabin counselor this summer at
the A/U Ranches! I came to the A/U Ranches when I was little and am so excited to finally be
coming back for my fourth summer. I’m currently a college sophomore in Austin, Texas, where I
study Photography and Media Arts. I’ve been taking photos for many years now and am looking
forward to bringing a camera to photograph the happenings at camp this summer. Christian
Science has been a major influence on me throughout my life and I couldn’t be happier to be able
to spend my summer in the presence of people who were brought up with the same lessons. I
can’t wait to be back in this community of such wonderful, inspiring people!
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CALEB | VIDEOGRAPHER
Hi! My name is Caleb and I can’t wait to spend my summer at the A/U Ranches! I will be the
camp videographer so I will be able to get a glimpse of all of the different programs that are
offered at the A/U Ranches and capture them with my camera. After having gone to camp as
a camper for five years, this will be my first summer as a counselor and I am excited for the
opportunity to make camp just as fun and memorable for the campers as it was for me when
I was a camper. I am currently finishing my freshman year in college at Principia College and I
am a part of the varsity soccer team. So, when I am not playing soccer, I enjoy taking photos,
editing videos, and working out! With athletics being a huge part of my life, I have had lots of
opportunities to use Christian Science to help prepare me for the many challenges that come
with playing sports. I can’t wait for an awesome summer!

DANA | NLC
Hi! My name is Dana, and I’m a counselor for the NLC 2023S class. This summer at camp,
I’m looking forward to giving back to the NLC program and getting to know all of my wonderful
campers! I’m currently a sophomore at Principia College, where I’m studying journalism and
political science. I am the Editor-in-Chief of the P
 rincipia Pilot(the campus newspaper) as well
as president of Connect Club. I love writing, playing video games with my little brother, and
riding my bike around my neighborhood. Christian Science has always been a very important
part of my life. I love finding ways to better recognize and appreciate God’s presence in my dayto-day experiences; I begin each morning affirming that God is the one in control!

DAVID | FLY FISHING
Welcome everybody to camp! My name is David and I teach fly fishing. I’ve been teaching fly
fishing for about 15 years now and this is something that I love to do. I always incorporate
Christian Science and fly fishing in my programs. Happy to have you all at camp.

DYLAN | NATURAL RESOURCES INTERN
My name is Dylan and I couldn’tbe more excited to be spending thesummer at Adventure
Unlimited this year. This will be my first time out at the Ranches and I will be working as a
Natural Resources Intern so you can probably find me around the pastures or woods most days!
I love almost anything to do with the outdoors and am passionate about resource management
and restoration work. I’m also stoked to be working as a bunkhouse head/cabin counselor this
summer! I have worked as a counselor at Camps Leelanau & Kohahna previously and loved it.
Additionally, I have attended Camps Leelanau, Owatonna and Cedars as a camper. This fall I will
be a senior at Principia College where I study Biology and Economics and play for the Thunder
Chickens rugby team. I have also coached high school wrestling at the Principia Upper School
for the past three years. Playing on the rugby team as well as coaching wrestling have given me
countless opportunities to apply Christian Science to meet the needs of myself, my teammates,
and my wrestlers regardless of circumstances and I am very grateful and privileged to have
been raised in a Christian Science my whole life. I can’t wait to see you all this summer!
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ERIC | RANCH HAND
My name is Eric and I’ll be a ranch hand this summer. I am looking forward to gaining new
skills and gaining a deeper understanding of Christian Science. I go to the Link School which is
next to the A/U Ranches and some of my favorite activities are mountain biking and running. I
incorporate Christian Science in my daily life by reading the lesson and listening to God.

GAIL | OUT-CAMP DIRECTOR AND ARTS & CRAFTS DIRECTOR
My name is Gail and I spend my summers working and playing at the A/U Ranches. I have loved
being a part of the A/U Staff for many years serving in a variety of capacities. My job title this
summer is Out-camp Director and Art’s & Crafts Director for both Sky Valley and Round–Up
Ranch. I live on The Principia School Campus in St. Louis, MO with my husband Howie. I am also
self-employed as a Jewelry Designer. I feel blessed to give and grow with the campers at this
amazing facility in the mountains with a dedicated staff of Christian Scientists!

HANNAH | NLC PROGRAM HEAD
Hello, my name is Hannah. I will be one of the Program Head for NLC. It’s nice to meet you all!
I am truly looking forward to being back at camp this summer for first session. I was in the NLC
program myself, and graduated in 2013. I have also spent many years at AU in the Challengers
program and as a Camp Director for a summer. I love AU, the mountains, and all the great people
you get to spend time with. I look forward to reconnecting with the NLC program as it has been
some time since I was in it myself. What truly has motivated me to comeback to camp however,
is to work with Christian Science youth. I love Christian Science and I hope to share my love
for it in the time I get to spend with the campers. Christian Science healing is such a valuable
understanding and camp was significant in my personal growth as a healer and metaphysician. I
can’t wait for the incredible fun we will have in this program!

LAURA | PHOTOGRAPHER
Hi there! My name is Laura and I am one of the photographers this summer at the A/U
Ranches! I worked as one of the camp photographers two summers ago and am excited to
be back at the Ranches. One of my favorite parts about being the photographer is being able
to visit all of the different programs at each camp and getting to be involved in their activities
while taking photos. I love interacting with the campers and seeing them overcome their fears
through Christian Science.
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LINDSEY | NLC
Hello! My name is Lindsey! I’m very excited to be returning to camp again this summer to be in the
NLC program. I’m sure there will be a lot of learning and exploration! My absolute favorite thing to do
at the A/U Ranches is spend time in the mountains hiking and peaking with wonderful people! I’m
just finishing up a wonderful senior year at Principia Upper School, and in the fall, I will be attending
Principia College, where I’m sure there is just as much good waiting in store. I really love athletics and
anything outdoorsy – especially hiking, running, and swimming, along with volleyball. I feel beyond
blessed to have been a part of the Bible program at Principia, traveling to Israel and Greece to study
the lives and writings of Jesus and the patriarchs, judges, kings, prophets, disciples, and apostles. I
love studying the Bible, and I have taken a deep interest in Christian Science. I can’t wait to share this
passion at camp this summer! It’s going to be so exciting to see the application of Christian Science
each day while we’re at camp and experience the healings that will result!

MARC | PHOTOGRAPHER
My name is Marc.I will be taking photos with the camp photographers this summer catching
all the campers amidst the fun we will be having this summer. I am so excited to go to camp
because of the beautiful location of camp in Colorado, I am ready to help campers have the
best summer and lead them to find their love for the outdoors. I am currently a sophomore at
Principia College majoring in Mass communication and Business. I do pole vault in track, play
rugby, and basketball. I also love music (guitar and singing), and extreme sports such as BMX,
skateboarding, snowboarding, and surfing. I love to start my day with the right mentality by
reading the lesson or going on go verse to keep a positive focus on experiencing the best day
while looking for ways to give outside of myself.

NICK | NATURAL RESOURCES INTERN
My name is Nick and I’ll be interning at AU this summer. Technically, I don’t have a program because
of the internship, so I’ll be working alongside Steve Murray doing natural resource management. I’m
excited to get involved in camp. As it is my first year, I want to dive into everything I can and get a wellrounded camp experience. I’m wanting a challenging but rewarding experience. I’m currently studying
at Principia and outside of academic work I enjoy playing rugby and intramural sports, going to the gym
and being an RA. When I’m at home I spend a lot of my time at the beach surfing. I find CS works best
for me when I am consistent so setting aside time during the day to study is important for me.

SAM | PHOTOGRAPHER
My name is Sam and I will be a photographer out at the A/U Ranches this summer! I look forward
to making incredible slideshows and capturing the spirit of camp through photos and videos. At
home I like to fish and make short movies. I use Christian Science in daily prayer and in general
understanding in life and love.

SPENCER | NLC
Hi! My name is Spencer, I live in Centennial, Colorado, and I’ve been going to the A/U Ranches
for 7 years! I am currently a Biology and Sustainability major at Principia College, and plan to
work in forest management out of school. This summer I will be a counselor for three different
programs; the National Leadership Council, Limitless, and Conquerors. I’m looking forward to
growing metaphysically with my campers and going on out-camp trips! One of my favorite ways to
incorporate CS into my day-to-day routine is by listening to the Christian Science Daily Lift each
morning, which really kicks my day off!

TIMON | NATURAL RESOURCES INTERN
My name is Timon, and this will be my first summer at Adventure Unlimited. Originally, I am from
Lüneburg, Germany but I have lived in the United States since 2012. I graduated from Principia
College in 2018,and I currently live in Gunnison, Colorado, about 2 hours southwest of Buena
Vista. This summer, I will be the Forestry Program Head at AU. In this role, I will collect forestry
data with two Natural Resource Tech Interns, assist in writing grants to fund land stewardship
activities, and create opportunities for campers to play and learn outdoors. These activities and
the data collected will form the basis for my Master’s thesis, and I could not think of a better
cause to serve while in graduate school than that of Christian Science & Adventure Unlimited.
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